
Host Club Guidelines 

At least a week prior to hosting Home Carnivals all clubs must ensure that they have looked over their 

fixtures and can confirm that the clubs committee are happy with the appointed times. Clubs have until 

3.00pm Monday the week of the fixture to request any fixture changes however, these fixture requests 

will only be granted under extenuating circumstances. 

Please ensure that all Home Carnival fixtures are communicated to volunteers, coaches, managers and 

parents well before the weeks matches.  

While hosting ‘Home Carnivals’ or fixtured matches throughout the season, your club is responsible for 

following the below Host Club Guidelines  

1. Field Set Up - All fields must be set up with all appropriate field dressings at least half an hour 

prior to the Kick Off of the first match. The field markings must be marked in accordance with 

the Laws of the Game, which includes a spectator line at least 5 meters outside the boundary 

line.  

For all Rugby WA Juniors matches, the field dimensions shall not exceed the following;  

- U6 and U7  
The maximum playing area is 50m long and 25m wide (quarter of regular playing field dimensions). The 

field of play is a maximum of 40m long with each in-goal a maximum of 5m long. It is recommended/ 

encouraged that field markings are of a contrasting colour to that of the full size field markings i.e. full 

size field black, junior field outline white. 

- U8 and U9  
The maximum playing area is 70m long and 35m wide (half of regular playing field dimensions). The field 

of play is a maximum of 60m long with each in-goal a maximum of 5m long. It is recommended/ 
encouraged that field markings are of a contrasting colour to that of the full size field markings i.e. full 

size field black, junior field outline white. 



 

- U10 and U11 
The maximum playing area is 120m long and 60m wide (full field minus 10m with- 5m each side). The 

field of play is a maximum of 100m long with each in-goal a maximum of 10m long. Flags are to be 

moved to 5m line of full size field marking however, supporters are to remain behind spectator rope.  

 

 

- U12 to U18  
The maximum playing area is 120m long and 70m wide (full field). The field of play is a maximum of 

100m long with each in-goal a maximum of 10m long.  

 

Coaches Box/ Team Bench- Each teams coaches’ box should start at the 10m line of the playing 

area, it should be no larger than 5m wide and 2m deep. The boxes should be inline with the roped 

off boundary area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2. Pre Home Carnival Checklist 
Each Host club is encouraged to develop their own Match Day Checklist and to do a pre-season field 

lay out/ carnival set out to ensure the playing field and surrounding areas are safe and ready for the 

game to commence. By addressing/ eliminating risks before games commence, you can reduce your 

clubs’ exposure to injuries.   

It is recommended that clubs include the following in their Checklists: 

• Weather Conditions: In regard to player safety, are the weather conditions satisfactory for play to 

commence?  

• Field of Play: In regard to player safety, are the playing surfaces satisfactory for play to commence?  

Has all visible debris, that may affect player safety, been removed? 

Are the ground markings and field dressings in line with Rugby Union “Laws of the 

Game”? 

Have all post pads been put up and are safe and secure? 

• Facilities: Are the public areas (e.g. seating and walkways) free of visible hazards? 

Are the players’ area (e.g. change rooms, players bench) free from visible hazards? 

Are the First Aid facilities on site, visible and accessible? 

 

 

3. Pre Game Checklist 
Prior to the commencement of each match, the host club must ensure the following have been 

addressed by the Ground Manager: 

• Has an official referee been appointed to the game? If not, as the host club it is your 

responsibility to provide a suitably qualified match official for the fixture. 

• Does each team have an identifiable TSM (Team Spectator Manager)? If they have not, it is the 

ground managers responsibility to request a representative from each team be appointed as 

TSM, both must be wearing an identifying Fluro vest.  

• Is the score that has been recorded by both teams accurate, with all red, yellow and blue cards 

added and approved by the Match Official?   

 

 


